
Zhangjiajie Delights

Day 1   Arrival Zhangjiajie
Upon arrival Zhangjiajie, the first “National Forest Park in China”. Your 

tour guide will meet you and transfer you to Zhuanjiacun Hotel or 

similar.

Day 2    Zhangjiajie                                   Meal: B/L
In the morning, we take the cable car to the Tianzi Mountain, which is a 
virgin scenic attraction, “most beautiful but not yet known to the world 
for its height”. You can take into sight all the mountains and valleys of 
the Wuling Mountains. Visit Western Sea, Viewing Terrace and etc. In 
the afternoon, you will have the tour to Yuanjiajie scenic area, where 
you will find the so-called First Bridge under Heaven.

Day 3  Zhangjiajie                Meal: B/L
In the morning, you will go to visit to the Golden Whip Stream, which 

flows past the rock and winds its way between precipitous cliffs and 

peaks, then visit the Four Gates with Plenty Water, where four streams 

passed mountains and form four natural gates. In the afternoon you 

will visit Baofeng Lake, which is like a great mirror with green hills 

surrounding it. Mirror its reflection in the lake, and wild stockades are 

precipitous, the hills are green and the water is clear.

Day 4  Zhangjiajie departure                   Meal: B/L
In the morning you will tour to the Honglong Cave, which is the 
largest cave in Asia, in the cave passages zigzag, Stone shoots, stone 
stalactites, stone curtains, stone pianos, and stone flowers can all be 
found. In the afternoon visit the Tianmen Mountain. Then transfer to 
the airport for your flight exit.

Tour name: Zhangjiajie Delights  Code: MP19DYG

Travelling date Price pp Extra night*

All year round $1160 On request

Inclusions: Return transfers, twin share hotel, private tours with 
entrance fee, English-speaking guide and meals as per itinerary. *Extra 
night = extra per room per night with daily breakfast for two people.

Yellow Mountain Delights

Day 1   Tunxi City  
Upon arrival Tunxi, your tour guide will meet you and transfer you to 4* 
Xin An Vilia Hotel or similar for one night.

Day 2   Yellow Mountain                                  Meal: B/L
Take cable car to the top of Yellow Mountain, also called Mt. 
Huangshan, known as "the loveliest mountain in China", famous for 
its magnificent scenery made up of many granite peaks and rocks 
emerging out of clouds. Stay overnight at 4* Beihai Hotel on top of the 
mountain.

Day 3   Yellow Mt departure                                     Meal: B/L
View the Sunrise in the early morning; afterwards continue tour to 
this beautiful mountain before we take cable car down the mountain. 
Afternoon visit to Hongcun Village, Hongcun Village has a history 
of more than 800 years. The place is surrounded by mountains with 
beautiful scenery, enjoying the name "a village in the Chinese painting". 
Hongcun village was listed as a world cultural heritage site by UNESCO 
in 2000; then tour to Old Street. In the evening transfer to train station 
or airport for your departure.

Tour name: Yellow Mt. Delights  Code: MP19TXN

Travelling date Price pp Extra night*

All year round $920 On request

     
Inclusions: Return transfers, twin share hotel, private tours with entrance 
fee, English-speaking guide and meals as per itinerary. *Extra night = extra 
per room per night with daily breakfast for two people.
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